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Merkel’s besieged 
coalition partner 
elects new leaders
BERLIN: Members of Germany’s social-democratic
party (SPD) begin voting in the second round of a
leadership election yesterday in a showdown which
could shape the future of Angela Merkel’s coalition
government. Junior coalition partners to Merkel’s
Christian Democrats (CDU), the SPD elect their new
leaders against a backdrop of disastrous poll ratings
and internal division over their role in government. 

The 425,630 party members have from yesterday
until November 29 to cast their vote, as they elect
the first male-female leadership duo in the party’s
129-year history. In a leadership election dominated
by one major issue, SPD members must choose
between two pairs with differing views on the coali-
tion government. In place since 2017, it is the third
so-called “grand coalition” since 2005, and remains
unpopular among voters and SPD members alike.

Incumbent finance minister Olaf Scholz and his
partner Klara Geywitz have argued for a continua-
tion of the coalition until the next elections in 2021,
though Scholz has also said it should be the last of
its kind. A former mayor of Hamburg and currently
Merkel’s vice-chancellor, Scholz is considered a
potential candidate to run for Chancellor himself if
he and Geywitz win. Challengers Norbert Walter-
Borjans and Saskia Esken, meanwhile, have earned
support from the party’s left and youth wings with
a more critical stance on the coalition.

In a televised debate on Monday, Esken said that
she would be prepared to let the government fall if
the CDU and their Bavarian sister party refused to
renegotiate the coalition agreement. The poll marks
the climax of a five-month process, which began
when former party leader Andrea Nahles stepped
down in June. Nahles’ resignation came after the
once proud SPD picked up just 15.3 percent of the
vote in May’s EU elections, confirming their steady
slide in poll ratings in recent years. —AFP

STOCKHOLM: Swedish prosecutors said yesterday
they have dropped their investigation into jailed
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange over a 2010 rape
allegation, even though they found the plaintiff’s claim
“credible”. “My assessment is that all investigative
measures that can be taken have been taken. But... the
evidence is not strong enough to file an indictment,”
deputy director of public prosecutions Eva-Marie
Persson told reporters.

The investigation was launched after a Swedish
woman who met Assange at a conference in Stockholm
in August 2010 accused the Australian of having unpro-
tected sex with her while she was sleeping. She said
she had repeatedly refused to have unprotected sex
with him. Assange has always denied the allegation. “I
want to stress that the plaintiff has given a credible and
reliable account (of events). Her statement is clear,
lengthy and detailed,” Persson said in a statement. “But
altogether, my assessment is that the evidence has
weakened in such a way that there is no longer reason
to continue the investigation.” Prosecutors had strug-
gled for years to interrogate Assange in person. “I
have... determined that it cannot be proven that a crime
has been committed. But it would be totally wrong of
me to say that it is the plaintiff’s fault,” Persson told
AFP. The 48-year-old WikiLeaks founder has been held
at a top-security British prison since April after police
dragged him out of the Ecuadoran embassy in London,
where he had been holed up since 2012 to avoid an
extradition order to Sweden. He was subsequently sen-
tenced to 50 weeks in prison for breaching bail condi-
tions when he took refuge in the embassy.

Wanted by US 
Swedish authorities closed the rape investigation in

2017, saying it was not possible to proceed as Assange
could not be reached. But the case was reopened fol-
lowing his arrest in London. In September, prosecutors
said they had interviewed seven witnesses over the
summer in a bid to move the inquiry forward. The
statute of limitations in the case expires in August
2020.

The plaintiff’s lawyer, Elisabeth Massi Fritz, told AFP
that she and her client would consider whether to
appeal the prosecutor’s decision. “I, and all of the pros-
ecutors who have worked on this case, have always
considered the plaintiff credible and reliable. As is the
case today. The plaintiff stands by her strong account,”
she said. “After today’s decision my client needs time to
process everything that has happened over these nine
years in order to be able to move on with her life.”

Assange is also fighting a US bid to extradite him
from Britain on charges filed under the Espionage Act
that could see him given a sentence of up to 175 years
in a US prison. Most of those charges relate to obtain-
ing and disseminating classified information over his
website WikiLeaks publishing military documents and
diplomatic cables. 

WikiLeaks editor-in-chief Kristinn Hrafnsson hailed
the Swedish decision and said the US charges were
Assange’s main concern. “Let us now focus on the
threat Mr Assange has been warning about for years:
the belligerent prosecution of the United States and
the threat it poses to the First Amendment,” he said in
a statement. —AFP

Prosecutors had struggled for years to interrogate Assange
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STOCKHOLM: Deputy Director of Public Prosecution, Eva-Marie Persson speaks during a press confer-
ence on the development of the case of WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange. —AFP

Protesters mark 
a month that 
shook Chile
SANTIAGO: Stone-throwing Chilean
demonstrators on Monday marked a month
of furious, near daily street demonstrations
that have roiled the country and signaled
an overhaul of the country’s social and eco-
nomic model. Chanting “Chile has woken
up!”, around 3,000 demonstrators gath-
ered in Santiago’s Plaza Italia, the epicenter
of the protests which at one point drew
more than a million people onto the streets
of the Chilean capital.

Some fought running battles with riot-
police who used tear gas and rubber bul-
lets against youths who threw molotov-
cocktails. “I came to commemorate a month
that changed Chile forever,” said Susana, a
51-year-old accountant at the protest. “I
think the government could make the
changes we are demanding much faster. I
don’t believe Pinera,” she said, referring to
conservative President Sebastian Pinera.

What began with high school students
refusing to pay a subway ticket hike on
October 18 resulted in the deepest social
crisis in the South American country since
the return of democracy in 1990. “The
street has forced the entire Chilean political
class to do in a few hours what it did not
want to do for 30 years,” said Marcelo
Mella, a political scientist at the University
of Santiago. “This is proof that it was pos-

sible to do more than what has been done
so far,” said Mella. The protests have
forced a re-think of the conservative bil-
lionaire president’s right-wing agenda. “In
the last four weeks, Chile has changed.
Chileans have changed, we have all
changed,” Pinera said Sunday. Lawmakers
last week bowed to one of the protesters’
key demands, agreeing to hold a referen-
dum next April to change the country’s dic-
tatorship-era constitution. However, despite
forcing the elite to sit up and take notice,
the most pressing problems — revamping
the pension system, quality public health
and education — remain untouched. A
weekend opinion poll showed 67 percent of
Chileans see the agreement on the consti-
tutional referendum as “positive.” With
much of the heat has been taken out of the
protests, demonstrators are divided
between those who want to return to nor-
mality and those who want to keep up the
pressure on the government, calling for
faster and broader reforms. 

Dark chapter 
“The street gave a lesson to all those

who, without realizing it, had replaced their
hope with resignation. The people have
moved the boundaries of democracy,” said
Catalina Perez, a lawmaker with the leftist
Democratic Revolution party from the city
of Antofagasta. Replacing a constitution
that resonates of a dark, repressive chapter
in the country’s past has been a key
demand of protesters.

The current charter has been changed
numerous times but has never established
the state’s responsibility to provide educa-

tion and health care. “The constitutional
process will last two years, with several
electoral milestones. This can help channel
differences and moderate expectations,”
according to political analyst Juan Luis
Monsalve. “We are all aware that we were
in a straitjacket with this hereditary and
petrified Constitution,” said former center-
left president Ricardo Lagos, who man-
aged to forge a broad political consensus
during his 2000-2006 presidency to
remove the most undemocratic articles in
the constitution. 

‘Excessive’ force 
Long seen as a haven of political and

economic stabi l i ty in volat i le South
America, the wave of unrest has killed 22
people. Most died in fires during looting,
but five were killed at the hands of the
security forces. More than 2,000 people
were wounded. Rights  groups have
pointed to some 200 people who
received serious eye injuries, including
dozens who were blinded, by rubber
bullets fired at the head by security
forces. —AFP

SANTIAGO: Demonstrators clash with riot police during a protest demanding
greater social reform from Chilean President Sebastian Pinera. —AFP

NATO chief to
confront Macron on
‘brain dead’ claim
BRUSSELS: NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg
said yesterday he will visit Paris next week to
seek an explanation from Emmanuel Macron
after the French president dismissed the
alliance as “brain dead”. Stoltenberg mounted
a vigorous defense of NATO ahead of a
meeting of alliance foreign ministers, saying it
was doing more than ever and warning
against undermining it.

The diplomatic shockwaves from
Macron’s forthright interview with The
Economist continue to rattle NATO just
weeks before a summit in London meant as
a 70th birthday celebration for the alliance.
“I will go to Paris next week and there I
intend to discuss these issues with
President Macron — I think that’s the best
way to address any differences, to sit down
and discuss them and to fully understand
the messages and the motivations,”
Stoltenberg told reporters. “My message is
that NATO is adapting, NATO is agile,
NATO is responding.”

Macron said he believed the alliance was

undergoing “brain death”, decrying what he
called a lack of strategic coordination
between Europe and the United States and
lamenting NATO member Turkey’s recent
unilateral military incursion in Syria. While
French officials have argued that Macron
was simply stating difficult truths that other
allies preferred to ignore, there has been lit-
tle public sympathy for his remarks — other
than from the Kremlin, which welcomed
them warmly.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel con-
demned Macron’s “sweeping judgments”,
insisting that NATO remained indispensible
for European security. Several NATO mem-
bers in eastern Europe — where concerns
about Russia run high, fuelled by memories
of Soviet domination — were horrified at
the Macron interview, in which he also
called for moves towards rapprochement
with Moscow. The US ambassador to
NATO, Kay Bailey Hutchison, said
Washington “firmly disagreed” with
Macron’s assessment of NATO and with his
call for Europe to be able to ensure its own
defence without US support.

“The thought of only one of our countries
or one of our groups of countries facing the
enormous risks to our population alone is
not even rational. We are stronger together,”
she said. The row over Macron’s comments
adds to the clouds looming over the

December 3-4 gathering of NATO leaders
in London.

Organizers will be hoping for a less mer-
curial performance from US President
Donald Trump than at the summit in Brussels
last year where he caused consternation
with his vehement criticism of defense

spending by Europe — and Germany in
particular. The London meeting also comes
with tensions running high with Turkey —
both over its operation in Syria and increas-
ing closeness to Moscow, manifested most
dramatically in Ankara’s purchase of Russia’s
S-400 anti-aircraft missiles. —AFP

PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron (R) takes part in the 102nd Mayors
Congress at the Maison de la Mutualite. —AFP

Bolivia farmers 
rage against 
interim president
SACABA: On the road where they say nine local people were
shot by Bolivian security forces last week, coca growers mourn
the dead and vow to resist interim president Jeanine Anez. The
farmers are supporters of ex-president Evo Morales, who was
forced to resign in what he said was a coup as Bolivia has been
rocked by violent protests after a disputed election. The farm-
ers say the military and police opened fire when pro-Morales
protesters tried to enter the central city of Cochabamba on
Friday, in the deadliest incident of the month-long wave of
demonstrations. Shortly before, Anez had issued a presidential
decree granting security forces immunity from prosecution.
“Before this, there were protests, but they did not use bullets...
now anyone can come, fire bullets and not get punished,” said
Jaime Marcas, 26, wearing a woolen cap with earmuffs.

The road from Sacaba, the site of the killings, to Cochabamba
— a Morales stronghold — has been blocked by security forces.
“They don’t let us into the city. They check everything, as if it
were a border,” Leonor Gonzalez told AFP, her face full of fury.
She said the security forces on Friday deceived them by saying
that they would let women go first into the city, but then they
shot the men who were kept behind.

Interior Minister Arturo Murillo has hinted that the farmers
may have fired at each other, but they deny being armed.
Scattered stones, burnt tires and bundles of abandoned hats
and shoes mark the scene of the incident. “These are from
those people who managed to run,” said one of the farmers
standing guard amid the crowd. Nearby, nine black metal
crosses with floral tributes wilting in the heat have been erect-
ed to remember the dead. —AFP

EU treats us like 
parking spot for 
migrants: Greek PM
ATHENS: Greece’s prime minister has accused the
European Union of treating countries on the bloc’s
external frontiers as convenient places to park
migrants, in a newspaper interview published yester-
day.  Kyriakos Mitsotakis told German newspaper
Handelsblatt that the EU “ignores the problem” of ris-

ing numbers of arrivals in Greece. 
Roughly 1,350 people arrived on Greece’s Aegean

islands between Friday and Monday, according to the
Greek coastguard, adding to more than 32,000 peo-
ple already living in miserable conditions in Lesbos,
Samos, Leros, Chios and Kos — camps with a com-
bined capacity of just 6,200. “It cannot go on like
this ,” said Mitsotakis, who won power in July.
“Europe regards arrival countries such as Greece as
a convenient parking spot for refugees and migrants.
Is that European solidarity? No! I will no longer
accept this.” 

Mitsotakis also singled out Turkey for criticism,
saying President Recep Tayyip Erdogan was “trying

to use migration as a lever to pressure Europe and
achieve concessions”. In early November Erdogan
said he would “open the gates” for mil l ions of
refugees held in camps in Turkey if the EU criticized
his offensive against Kurdish-held areas of northern
Syria — the latest in a series of similar threats. “I
frankly told President Erdogan that he cannot abuse
migrants and refugees as instruments if he wants to
have good neighborly relations with Greece,”
Mitsotakis told the newspaper. At the beginning of
October, Mitsotakis announced that 20,000 people
would be relocated from the Greek islands to the
mainland by the end of December to relieve conges-
tion in the camps. —AFP


